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Abstract— Granular jamming has recently become popular
in soft robotics with widespread applications including indus-
trial gripping, surgical robotics and haptics. Previous work
has investigated the use of various techniques that exploit the
nature of granular physics to improve jamming performance,
however this is generally underrepresented in the literature
compared to its potential impact. We present the first research
that exploits vibration-based fluidisation actively (e.g., during
a grip) to elicit bespoke performance from granular jamming
grippers. We augment a conventional universal gripper with
a computer-controllled audio exciter, which is attached to the
gripper via a 3D printed mount, and build an automated test
rig to allow large-scale data collection to explore the effects
of active vibration. We show that vibration in soft jamming
grippers can improve holding strength. In a series of studies,
we show that frequency and amplitude of the waveforms are key
determinants to performance, and that jamming performance
is also dependent on temporal properties of the induced
waveform. We hope to encourage further study focused on
active vibrational control of jamming in soft robotics to improve
performance and increase diversity of potential applications.

Index Terms— Soft manipulation, Soft robotics applications,
Vibration control

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft robots use soft and compliant structures, exploiting
the mechanical properties and non-linear behaviours of their
constituent materials to provide adaptive behaviours. Nowhere
is this more prevalent than in the tasks of gripping and
manipulation [1], where compliance and variable stiffness are
harnessed to conform to irregular object shapes, maintaining
larger contact surfaces and exerting fewer extraneous contact
forces.

Pneumatics are a standard approach to gripping, and
provide this compliance through deformation. However, they
struggle to exert strong grips [2]. Many gripping tasks
require both deformation and variable stiffness, to provide
adaptability/compliance and grip strength respectively. As
such, variable-stiffness soft structures are a common solution
which adapt the component’s compliance [3]. A popular
implementation of a variable stiffness soft structure exploits
the jamming phase transition, through e.g., laminar, fibre,
or granular jamming [4]. Granular jamming is the most
common of the three, whereby granular materials are driven
from fluid-like to solid-like states through the variation of
(mainly frictional) inter-particle forces under vacuum pressure.
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Fig. 1. Automatic vibration-based fluidising jamming gripper setup. (A)
Load Cell (B) silicone tube (to vacuum pump) and electrical wiring (to
amplifier) (C) gas outlet (D) 3D printed audio exciter mount (E) audio exciter
(F) gripper shroud (G) latex membrane and coffee ground gripper (H) 3D
printed target object and base.

Granular jamming designs are simple to create and actuate,
and exhibit a wide range in possible stiffness values, rapid
stiffness variation, and a wide array of possible shapes and
sizes.

The archetypal example of granular jamming for robotics
is the granular jamming-based universal gripper [5]. Grains
(e.g. ground coffee) are surrounded by a soft membrane and
jammed by application of negative pressure from a vacuum
pump after being pushed down and moulded around the target
object. The resultant stress from the atmospheric pressure
causes a jamming phase transition to occur; the gripper
hardens and is able to maintain a grip via the interaction
between the target object, the granular material, and the soft
membrane. This design allows for robust ’universal’ gripping
that is suitable for a variety of objects and does not require
software to solve complex manipulation planning problems,
simultaneously offering a simple and generally-applicable
gripping solution.

Due to this potential, a number of previous studies have
investigated methods to improve performance in jamming
systems, typically by exploiting the underlying granular
physics that governs the bulk behaviour of the gripper, e.g.
membrane coupling [6] and actively varying the inner volume
[7].
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The most well-known of these phenomena is fluidisation,
where the gripper is forced into a fluid-like state. Traditional
granular jamming grippers experience partial jamming while
moulding over the target object. As the gripper pushes
down on the object and begins to conform, stress builds up
within the gripper, causing jamming and reducing compliance.
This eventually prevents the gripper moving over the object.
Vibration increases both compliance and the contact surface
area during the moulding process, leading to greater holding
forces. This process can change the push force exerted on the
object during moulding by relaxing the stress built up in the
grains allowing for them to either be compressed tighter, or
maintain a relaxed grip. In the literature is realised through
the use of bursts of positive pressure [8], which is shown to
improve the speed of resetting the bulk granular state between
grips, as well as improving grip strength.

Positive pressure is not the only way to fluidize, and in fact
has numerous disadvantages. First, it requires an extra vacuum
pump and associated silicone tubing, which significantly
increases the size and weight of the experimental apparatus.
Additionally, it does not support the ability to precisely control
the fluidization effects - positive pressure is typically send in
a ’bang-bang’ fashion (positive pressure is either on or off,
and nothing in between).

Here we introduce active vibrational jamming, showing
vibration to be a simpler and more controllable solution that
more readily supports the generation of diverse embodied
behaviours. Vibration of granular materials has been reported
for unjamming, in industries that require flow of granular
materials such as food processing, pharmaceuticals, and
agriculture [9]. It has been mentioned in the context of
granular jamming, but only as a mechanism to reset the
bulk state of the gripper between grips, rather than as an
active component that augments the gripping process itself.

We develop a novel setup where a small, programmable
vibration element is mounted and placed in contact with
the gripper membrane. We show that vibration improves
holding force and influences the pre-loading forces exerted
on the target object. We additionally show that different input
vibration waveforms can influence holding forces, which
provides further opportunity to optimise the gripper for
particular objects and applications. Experimentation uses a
fully automated testing rig, allowing us to collect extensive
data sets.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Granular Jamming in Soft Robots

The gripper displayed in this paper is a modification of
the original universal jamming gripper [5]. Previous work
has been performed on modifying the original design to push
the grippers capabilities, such as adding positive pressure to
counter the inability to grip traditionally difficult objects [8]
and exploring force-feedback for closed loop control [10].
The exploration of these grippers capabilities have also been
applied to different environments including underwater usage
[11], and a scaled-up variant used on a crane [12].

Different material properties have been explored as a
means to tune jamming performance, with both shape and
size of grains playing a major role [13], as well as multi-
material membranes to induce programmed deformations [14].
Evolutionary algorithms [15] were used to generate bespoke
grains for soft jamming grippers, as well as to explore the
possible configuration space of granular morphologies in
order to optimise properties for bespoke granular design
[16]. The exploitation of granular jammings variable stiffness
properties have been explored in a plethora of morphologies
beyond ’bag-style’ universal gripper designs, including multi-
finger grippers, paws for legged robots [14], [17], prostheses
[18] and haptic feedback devices [19]. Aside from positive
pressure, there has been little work in exploring the utilisation
of other granular physics effects in jamming-based robots.

Fluidisation has been covered in a few studies, e.g., through
periodically [8] or continually [20] modulating the air pressure
inside the membrane. These setups require two vacuum pumps
or elaborate pneumatic circuits to function, and offer only a
single control variable to create high performance behaviours.

Vibration is briefly mentioned [21], where a vibration motor
replaces a positive pressure pump to unjam/reset the gripper,
rather than as an active element to enhance the grip. Smaller
vibration motors embedded in the granular material did not
have enough power to unjam the gripper, while larger motors
could not be embedded in the gripper without changing bulk
properties.

Compared to the above work, our method of fluidisation
by vibration is superior in many regards. Mainly, our
fluidisation is decoupled from application of vacuum, and
is programmable with a wide range of input waveforms.
We use a compact audio exciter as a vibration element
mounted outside the gripper membrane. The exciter has
a large bandwidth allowing for a large range of inputs,
unlike vibration motors which need to be tuned to specific
frequencies. Importantly, ours is the first work to exploit
vibration during a grip. Our method is mechanically simpler
as it does not rapidly alternate pump flow through a valve,
which requires 2-way valves and a controller or two pumps,
and causes extra fatigue cycles in the gripper and supporting
equipment.

B. Vibration in Jamming Systems

Although vibration-based fluidisation has not been used
actively in soft robotics, it is well-studied within the granular
physics literature. Vibratory Fluidised Beds are commonly
used for unjamming in industries dealing with food, powder,
pharmaceutical and agricultural processing, e.g., to enable
smooth flow down a hopper [22].

Much work has been done trying to understand the origins
of granular material properties on the mesoscopic scale, using
2D lattice gas automata models for studying vibration in
granular materials [23], [24], showing properties such as
glass transition and density relaxation. Granular materials
agitated using vibrational beds show different internal energies
depending on the input frequencies, even if the energy
corresponding to the vibrational system is kept constant, due



to the resonant modes of the bulk material [25]. Discrete
Element Method (DEM) simulations of granular matter under
vibration showed the presence of linear vibrational modes at
low amplitudes with bulk elastic modulus softening behaviour,
which was attributed to the remaking of internal force chain
contacts during vibration [26].

C. Summary

Overall, placing our work in the context of the wider
literature shows several novel contributions. We present the
first jamming gripper that leverages vibration as a means of
active fluidisation and utilise this during the grip operation,
achieving a programmable output. Vibration is shown to
increase grip strength, influence stress during object moulding,
and increase surface contacts between gripper and object. We
use our flexible audio exciter-based setup to run experiments
with a variety of input waveforms.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Materials and Design

The vibration-enhanced gripper is similar to a traditional
granular jamming gripper [5], with the addition of an audio
exciter which agitates the soft membrane and grains from
above (Fig: 2). The gripper contacts the exciter as it is
pushed down transferring more energy as it moulds around
the target object. A 3D printed shroud between the balloon
and exciter facilitates the moulding around the object as well
as distributing the forces exerted on the exciter to protect it.
All 3D printed components were printed using a Stratasys
Fortus 370 printer unless otherwise specified.

Uninflated 27.5cm (11 inch) Qualatex latex balloons were
used as soft membranes. These were filled with 27g of coffee
grounds to the base of the neck. Party balloons are easily
sourced and low cost however are far from ideal gripper
membranes. Balloons lasted between 25 and 120 tests. This
is primarily caused by the stress imparted on the neck during
pull off which slowly weakens the material until small holes
appear. Balloons were replaced after breakage.

For our application, we must vibrate the gripper with
enough power to cause fluidisation of the granular material,
without hampering either its bulk properties or its mechanical
compliance. Additionally, it is desirable if the vibration
element allows control over input waveforms and oscillation
frequency. Audio speaker exciters have a small footprint
and large bandwidth to accommodate most of the human
hearing range from 20Hz to 20kHz within its pass-band
making them a desirable choice. We use the Tectonic 30W
TEAX32C30 Speaker-based exciter drivers, which were found
to output enough power to cause fluidisation, while having
a suitable bandwidth to allow for controllability. A hole is
drilled through the exciter magnet for the balloon neck to
pass through and attach to the gas outlet. We measured the
full range of used output frequencies to ensure this had not
altered the frequency response.

B. Experimental Setup

Our automated Universal Testing Machine (UTM) (Fig: 1)
consists of a controllable z axis. Grippers are attached via a
3D printed mount. The gripper apparatus (Fig: 2) consists of a
Zemic H3-C3-25kg-3B load cell, connected to an Intel NUC
through a a Wondom AB13223V130 amplifier, inline with
the audio exciter and gripper. The NUC controls the z axis,
balloon pressure valve and audio exciter. A 3D printed adapter
attaches the exciter to the gas outlet. The outlet is filled with
cotton to prevent coffee flowing out of the membrane, and
to avoid damage to the neck of the balloon during jamming.
The cotton is periodically replaced. Vacuum is provided by a
Rocker 300 vacuum pump.

A spherical target object 25mm in diameter was 3D printed
on a Stratsys Objet 500 Connex3 printer to test the holding
strength of our gripper (Fig.2). This size was chosen as the
gripper diameter was approximately 45mm and traditional
jamming grippers are known to display degraded performance
for objects larger than about half the size of the gripper [5].
A larger 70mm diameter circular base was also printed to
simulate picking the object up off a floor.

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of the test setup used for the experiments in
the paper, showing the gripper connected to the UTM and the test object.

C. Experiment Procedure

We performed three sets of experiments varying push
down height, frequency and volume (Tab: I. The latter two
experiments are separated into time invariant and time varying
waveforms. For each unique condition we performed 20 tests
with a separate 84 height tests resulting in 746 total tests.
Additionally due to manufacturing differences balloons have
different baseline grip strengths. Therefore there is a trade
off between number of tests per condition per balloon and
number of balloons per experiment. We have opted to use
at least 3 balloons per experiment/waveform temporal type
with 10 tests per condition per balloon. More balloons are



used if needed. This means that for the single tone volume
experiment, ideally 3 balloons were tested 70 times, or 10
times per volume level. Within the course of a single balloon,
all possible test conditions are cycled through in a random
order then cycled through again until 10 cycles had been
complete or the balloon breaks. This avoided any bias from
a single test condition always occurring near the end of a
balloons lifecycle.

Each grip test begins by zeroing the load cell and applying
0.3 and 0.01 seconds of pre-grip vacuum and positive pressure
respectively to remove excess air from the balloon. The
balloon starts positioned 100mm above the test object base
and is lowered at 30mm/s to the push down height of 30mm
above the test object base while the audio file plays through
the audio exciter. Once the push down height is reached the
audio stops and the vacuum is applied. After 10 seconds of
vacuum pressure the gripper is lifted at 30mm/s until 70mm
above the test object base. Three pulses of positive pressure
for 0.3 seconds are applied and the secondary 200Hz vibration
signal plays to release the object if it is still gripped due to
interlock forces. This avoids damage caused by stretching the
balloon neck. The gripper is then raised to 100mm above the
test object base and three more 0.3 second positive pressure
pulses are applied to unjam it.

D. Analysis

Two force measurements are presented: holding and push
force (Fig: 3). Push force is defined as the highest peak of
force seen during a single grip test, always occurring just
before the vacuum is applied. The holding force was taken
as the first peak after crossing 0 due to pull off excluding
the point marked "Interlock Force" in Fig: 3. Mann-Whitney
U tests are used to compare each pair of conditions within
each experiment/waveform temporal type, with significance
assessed at P<0.05.

IV. RESULTS

A. Time Invariant Waveforms

We first quantify the effect of time invariant vibration
signals on gripper behaviour. We conduct an experiment
comparing the holding strength across different input vibration
frequencies and volumes. The frequency is varied first from
10Hz to 200Hz in small intervals then from 200Hz to 800Hz
in intervals of 100Hz. Volume is increased in intervals of
25% from 0-150%.

Increasing volume shows a trend of increasing holding and
push force from an average of 12N to 14N (p < 0.05) at
maximum and from 150N to 250N for push force (Fig: 4).
Results from all statistical tests can be found in the appendix.
The trend approximates a sigmoid curve, indicating a cap on
the improvements in grip strength that can be gained through
excitement. We can explain these results in terms of improved
gripper-object contact. We perform a single test and mark
the edge of the object impression with a marker after the
gripper comes to a stop before vibration and after the gripper
has experienced vibration. As shown in Figure 5, the marks
are ≈2.5mm apart, indicating an improved contact angle and

Fig. 3. Typical force progression of a grip test where the gripper interlocks
with the object. Push force is taken as the maximum of this graph. Holding
force is defined as the first valley after the force crosses 0 with a preceding
gradient > 1 and interlock is the last valley before release with a preceding
gradient < 1.

Fig. 4. Push down (left) and holding (right) forces for time invariant volume
tests showing an increase in grip strength with an increase in volume.

increased enveloping of the object. This improved contact
angle results in an approximately O-ring strip of additional
contact area, providing a larger area for increased grain-object
contacts and stronger static friction effects.

When varying frequency, a clear trend in holding force is
observed, increasing from a mean of 13N at 25Hz to 15N at
150Hz (p < 0.05) then decreasing to 12.5N at 800Hz (p < 0.05)
(Fig: 6). Push force follows a similar trend from 175N to a
maximum of 225N. We propose that this is due to the jamming
gripper having low frequency fundamental modes which are
not as activated by higher frequencies. Additionally, it is well
known that lower frequency modes within granular materials
have higher participation ratios i.e. the modes create more
global involvement of the grains in vibration, while higher



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ALL EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED. SWEEPS REFER TO 1, 25 SECOND CHIRP WHILE PULSES REFER TO 25, 1 SECOND CHIRPS PLAYED IN

SUCCESSION. 20 RANDOMLY SAMPLED TESTS FOR EACH VARIABLE INCREMENT WERE SELECTED FROM EACH POPULATION TO BE USED IN ANALYSIS.

Experiment Height Frequency Volume
Temporal Type Invarient Invarient Varying Invarient Varying
Waveform Type Tone Tone Sweep Pulse Tone Sweep Pulse
Height (mm) 27-69 29 29 29 29

Frequency (Hz) 200 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200,
300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800

1-100, 100-1, 100-200, 200-100,
100-400, 400-100, 100-800, 800-100 200 200

Volume (%) 0, 150 150 150 0, 25, 50, 75,
100, 125, 150

75-150, 150-75, 0-150,
150-0, 0-75, 75-0

n Balloons 1 5 3 3 3 3 3
n Valid Tests 84 331 180 234 210 162 145
n Sampled Tests 84 240 160 160 140 120 120

Fig. 5. Vibration applied to a jamming gripper on 30mm sphere object
achieves a lower point of contact when gripped, leading to a larger contact
area for gripping

Fig. 6. Push down (left) and holding (right) forces showing that frequencies
surrounding 150Hz provide the strongest holding forces.

frequency modes dissipate energy mostly into the part of the
material that is close to the vibration element [27]. Results
indicate that a lower frequency is beneficial, as the higher
participation would imply that force chains in the lower half
of the gripper are broken away from the vibration element
more easily. This also opens up the possibility to target
higher frequency localised vibrations into specific regions of
a jamming structure, however such experimentation is out of
scope for our current study.

B. Time Varying Waveforms

Our second experiment aimed to observe if there are
any effects on the pull force as a result of time-dependent
frequency and amplitude variations in the input waveform.
These time dependent effects would change the behaviour
as high amounts of vibration allow more random movement
and increased rearrangements of force chains. Conversely
low frequency vibrations allow grains more time to relax by
providing them sufficient energy and time to explore lower
energy configurations. Finally, a lack of vibrations leads
to freezing of the current state of the material due to the
inherently high damping ratios in granular materials. We can
analyse the vibrational response of our granular material in
terms of the modes that are activated. Like all structures,
granular structures have natural vibrational modes. Vibratory
inputs of different frequencies will activate different modes
which can vary in their properties and cause local energetic
interaction variations over the volume of the gripper such
as the previously-described localisation of high frequency
modes.

A myriad of experiments were conducted with varying
vibration input sine waveforms in the form of ramps up and
down in frequency (chirps) and amplitude. Specifically, the
input frequency was ramped (see Fig.7) to and from 100Hz
for 1Hz, 200Hz, 400Hz and 800Hz. Lastly, the frequency
was held constant at 200Hz while the amplitude was ramped
to and from each combination of 0, 75 and 150% intervals.
Two variations of these experiments were run varying ramp
duration, the first with 1, 25 second ramp or ’sweep’ and
the other with 25, 1 second ramps or ’pulses’ played in
succession while the gripper descended.

Results demonstrate a clear dependency between temporal
properties of the input signal and gripper behaviour. Often
time varying waveforms outperform even the best constant
tones. 100-200Hz (17N), 75-150% (16N), 150-75% (16N),
0-150% (16N) frequency and volume sweeps are seen to
have very high grip strengths, and specifically display higher
holding force than a constant 200Hz vibration. In some cases
the result is easily explained, as slowly ramping down from
high to low vibration allows the granular material to settle into
a more compact and stable configuration in a process similar
to annealing. The reason for ramping volume producing high



Fig. 7. Push down (left) and holding (right) forces for time varying
frequency tests. (Top) 25 second chirp signals or ’sweeps’ across a range of
start and stop frequencies show higher holding forces for frequencies around
150Hz. (Bottom): 25 1 second chirp signals or ’pulses’ show little variation.

pull forces is possibly due to a window for grain relaxation
occurring later in the grip after it has partially moulded over
the balloon. This is bidirectional in the case of 75 and 150%
but not for 0 and 153% tests. The pulses show a trend seen
in the time invariant waveform data where waveforms that
spend more time around better performing frequencies or
higher volumes perform better.

C. Gripper Relaxation

To assess the relaxation effect of vibration, two tests were
run for each 1mm push down height increment between
27-70mm above the test object base. This ranges from the
maximum to slightly above the minimum grip height. For
one of these two tests, the exciter was fed a 5 second 200Hz
sine wave after the push down height was reached. For
a small range of heights these vibrations result in rapid
stress relaxation within the gripper as the particles rearrange
to pack better around the target object (Fig.9), leading to
a rearrangement of the force network within the granular
material and an overall reduction in downwards force on the
target object of ≈71%.

It is generally useful to minimise the force required to grip

Fig. 8. Push down (left) and holding (right) forces for time varying volume
tests. (Top) 25 second chirp signals across a range of start and stop volumes
show higher holding forces for higher volumes overall and during the latter
half of the test. (Bottom): 25 1 second chirp signals or ’pulses’ show higher
forces for higher volumes.

an object, but is especially desirable when the object is soft
or fragile as it would cause less deformation or fewer forces
to contribute to fracture respectively. Note that for Fig.9, the
vacuum pump was not turned on for the gripping action as it
is not necessary to show the stress relaxation. In other words,
we are measuring push force only, not pull force.

Fig. 9. Absolute push force (left) and the relaxation caused by vibration
(right) showing that vibration causes a reduction in push force during the
initial stages of gripping.



V. CONCLUSION

Despite the extensive exploration of granular jamming
universal grippers, robotics literature has largely failed to
exploit the key results on granular material behaviour that
exist in the field of condensed matter physics. In this work,
we have exploited one result applying vibration to fluidise
granular material. We attached an audio speaker exciter to
the membrane of the jamming gripper from above which
transmits vibrations through the membrane to the granular
material. The resulting gripper maintained higher holding
forces on the spherical test object, presented larger contact
surface area between object and gripper however also resulted
in higher push down forces in all but certain cases. We tested
the gripper with a variety of input frequencies, showing that
grip strength favours lower frequencies and higher volumes.
More complex chirp and amplitude ramp waveforms strongly
increase holding force more than single tones indicating more
complex behaviour. Further work is needed to understand
how the time-varying vibration parameters affect the granular
material inside the gripper and its resultant holding force,
especially for complex waveforms.

There are significant opportunities for future research in
bringing in other granular matter physics effects and theory
and using them to improve jamming grippers or create other
novel jamming structures. Possible avenues may include
alternative ways of jamming; studying granular flow and wave
propagation effects; exploring the relationship between the
size of the object, frequency of oscillation and the size of the
gripper; and exploiting crystallisation and compaction effect,
in particular for granular materials with specified particle
morphologies [28]. Many effects will require experimentation
to determine, and have the potential to generate significant
theoretical as well as practical contributions. The field offers
a rich vein of opportunities for both fundamental and applied
research. We hope to encourage others to consider these
possibilities and explore how they may improve or introduce
new granular matter-based soft structures for robotics.
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APPENDIX

Statistical tests for all experiments. Mann-Whitney U
tests were conducted for all pairs of conditions within an
experiment. Top 3: frequency tests, bottom 3: volume tests.

Fig. 10. Frequency Mann-Whitney summary.

Fig. 11. Volume Mann-Whitney summary.
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